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Guest Editorial

Sequacity

Dear Members,
As my term as the Editor-in-Chief comes to an end, I would
like to thank all the readers, authors, reviewers, editorial
board members, advisors, and EC members for raising the
bar of Prosthodontic Publications in The Journal of Indian
Prosthodontic Society.
It has been a pleasure working with all of you and I appreciate
the sincere efforts of the section editors and reviewers in
bringing out the best articles to the fore.
We had our share of our hurdles in this journey and I thank the
head office in general and Dr. Satish Babu, Dr. Rangarajan, Dr.
Mahendranadh Reddy, and Dr. Suhasini Nagda in particular
for extending their cooperation in overcoming these hurdles.
I would also like to acknowledge and thank the speakers and
the organizers of the various reviewers’ workshops held across
the country.
A special note of thanks to some of the section editors for
bringing in reviews and guest editorials from our international
colleagues.
And of course my immense thanks to Novabone Putty, Dentcare
dental Lab, and Genesis implants for being the sponsors.
I take this opportunity to welcome Dr. Gopichander,
Editor-in-Chief, and wish him all the best in this endeavor!!
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Thank you once again!!
Gratitude!!
Shilpa Shetty
Department of Prosthodontics and Implantology,
V.S. Dental College and Hospital, Bengaluru, Karnataka, India
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